
Classroom Observation Session #5 
 

At a local school, I observed a group of ASD students in a classroom environment. This was the fifth 

of the six classroom observation sessions I had. 

 

This class was an occupational therapy session. In this lesson, the therapist gave each student a pair of 

chopsticks and a sponge block. She asked students to play rhythms consisting of two different types of 

strokes: 

 

A “tap” meant striking the block with both chopsticks, with the chopsticks parallel to each other. 

A “cross” meant striking the block with both chopsticks, but with the chopsticks crossed.  

 

Here were some patterns that were played: 

 

Cross-Cross-Tap-Tap 

Cross-Tap-Cross-Tap 

Tap-Tap-Cross-Cross 

Cross-Tap-Tap-Cross 

 

Here were some more advanced patterns: 

 

Cross-Tap-Cross-Cross-Tap-Cross 

Tap-Tap-Cross-Tap-Cross-Tap 

 

The therapist informed me that this exercise was aimed to improve their eye-hand coordination. As 

this activity was quite similar to music therapy, the therapist invited me to lead the second half of the 

session. 

 

Here is the summary of my observations: 

● This was the first time I led a classroom activity. 

● I started out with very long and fast rhythms for the students to play along with. 

● Unfortunately, some of the students’ couldn’t keep up, showing that memory is something 

that they need to improve on. This also showed that coordination was something that they 

needed to work on. 

● I slowed down the pace and simplified the rhythms when the students started struggling a 

little. 

● They were more receptive after I simplified the rhythms.  

● Overall, this was quite successful, as the students were able to follow my instructions quite 

well. 

 

 

Insight About Future Drumming Activities 

● Now that I know that memory and coordination are two major issues, I need to work on: 

○ Rhythms - Use percussion instruments to train the students to work on their sense of 

rhythm. Start off with slow, simple rhythms. Then, increase the speed (gradually for 

better adaptation, suddenly to keep the students focused). Then, increase the 

complexity of the rhythms. The idea is to push them to improve, not let them plateau 

at a certain level. 

○ Include stomping once the people improve. 

○ Include more coordination-demanding instruments, such as the castanets, to improve 

hand movement. 

 

 


